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Some new titles from Hans Zell Publishers - 1997

Hans M. Zell and Cécile Lomer
2nd revised edition
c.240pp April 1997 ca.£42.00/$75.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-41-4

John McIlwaine
Maps and Mapping of Africa: A Resource Guide
c.400pp May 1997 ca.£60.00/$100.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-76-7

Louis Taussig
Resource Guide to Travel in Sub-Saharan Africa. Volume 2: Central and Southern Africa (including Indian Ocean Islands)
c.400pp June 1997 ca.£75.00/$125.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-50-3
(Note: previously announced, publication delayed)

Aaron Segal
Atlas of Global Communications and the Media
Cartography by Patricia Chalk
c.240pp November 1997 maps in two colours
c.£95.00/$160.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-56-2

Forthcoming in 1998:

Chris Dunton
Nigerian Theatre in English: A Critical Bibliography
c.400pp March 1998 ca.£60.00/$100.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-71-6

African Books in Print/ Livres Africains Disponibles
5th revised edition
Editor: Hans M. Zell
Associate editor: Cécile Lomer
c.1,900pp set two volumes June 1998
c.£350.00/$600.00 set 2 vols. cased

Recently published:

Gretchen Walsh
The Media in Africa & Africa in the Media: An Annotated Bibliography
319pp 1996 £55.00/$100.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-81-3

John McIlwaine
Writings on African Archives
237pp 1996 £55.00/$95.00 cased
Published on behalf of the Standing Conference on Library Materials on Africa (SCOLMA)

“McIlwaine’s unique and valuable volume makes accessible some 30 years of bibliographic coverage of the rapidly expanding archival literature on Africa.” - Choice

Hans M. Zell & Cécile Lomer
Publishing and Book Development in Sub-Saharan Africa: An Annotated Bibliography
424pp 1996 £60.00/$100.00 cased
(Studies in Publishing, 3)
Published in association with the African Publishers’ Network (APNET), Harare, Zimbabwe

“...as to be expected of a work from the Zell stable, this is a model of a bibliography … a splendid work of reference.”
- Learned Publishing

Kole Omotoso
Achebe or Soyinka? A Study in Contrasts
210pp 1996 £45.00/$85.00 cased
ISBN 0-905450-38-8
(New Perspectives on African Literature, 3)

“... Omotoso’s is a rich, densely layered book, as important for the insight it gives into the author’s own scholarship and thinking, as well as in deepening understanding of Nigeria’s two greatest contemporary writers.” - West Africa
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